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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Who Are The Globalists And What Do They
Want?

I get the question often, though one would think it’s obvious – Who
are these “globalists” we refer to so much in the liberty movement?
Sometimes the request comes from honest people who only want to
learn more. Sometimes it comes from disinformation agents
attempting to mire discussion on the issue with assertions that the
globalists “don’t exist”. The answer to the question can be simple and
complex at the same time. In order to understand who the globalists
are, we first have to understand what they want. Pg 1-4

I Never Saw a World So Fragmented!

It is amazing how easily, without resistance, the Western empire is
managing to destroy “rebellious” countries that are standing in its way.
I work in all corners of the planet, wherever Kafkaesque “conflicts”
get ignited by Washington, London or Paris. Pg 4-7

The Fraud of Anti-Semitism Exposed

Operation Condor 2.0 –
Expanded
According to US Secretary of State,
Mike Pompeo, the US will help
“legitimate governments” in Latin
America, in order to prevent protests
from “morphing into riots”.
From what we are seeing this
“legitimization” may be expanded to
rest of the world. Because Washington
instigated destabilizing unrest goes on
throughout the world. We may as well
call it “Operation Condor 2.0 –
Expanded”. Pg 9-11

A Beautiful but Deceptive
Documentary: “For Sama”
The documentary movie “For Sama“
has won a host of awards in Europe
and North America. Its producers and
protagonists, Syrians Waad Kateab
and her husband Dr. Hamza Kateab
plus English film-maker Edward
Watts, have received gushing praise.
And the awards will probably keep
coming.
Unfortunately, behind a human
interest story, the movie “For Sama”
is propaganda: biased, misleading, and
politically partisan. Pg 11-14

Additional Articles

“Newspeak” was the expression coined in George Orwell’s novel 1984
to describe the ambiguous or deliberately misleading use of language
to make political propaganda and narrow the “thought options” of
those who are on the receiving end. Pg 7-9

Mark Taliano Interviews
Vanessa Beeley: Pg 14-15
Is Western Media credible
anymore?: Pg 16-18
U.S. is always ready to exploit
internal unrest in independent
states: Dr. Tim Anderson: Pg 1819
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Dubai, attended by many of the OVER. The liberty movement
same people that attend
and the alternative media won
Bilderberg as well as shady
that debate, and through our
mainstream icons and
efforts we have even forced the
gatekeepers like Elon Musk and establishment into admitting the
Neil deGrasse Tyson, they don’t existence of some of their plans
hide their discussions or their
for a completely centralized
Source:
goals, they post them on
global system managed by them.
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/12/
YouTube
Now, the argument has changed.
who-are-the-globalists-and-what-do(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC The mainstream doesn’t really
they-want.html
W4lQ2ZZh9EaVNpVtA6hX1Q).
deny anymore that the globalists
exist; they talk about whether or
By Brandon Smith
I remember when talking about not the globalist agenda is a
the US dollar being dethroned good thing or a bad thing.
We talk a lot about the
and replaced with a new one
“globalists” because, frankly,
First, I would point out the sheer
their agenda has become more world currency system and a
cashless society controlled by
level of deception and
open than ever in the past ten
disinformation used by the
years. There was a time not long the IMF
(https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/f globalists over the past several
ago when the idea of the
andd/2018/06/pdf/fd0618.pdf) was
decades. This deceptions is
existence of “globalists” was
widely considered “conspiracy treated as bizarre theory. Now designed to maneuver the public
towards accepting a one world
theory”. There was a time when it’s openly called for
(
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2019economy and eventually one
organizations like the Bilderberg
11-12/speculative-nature-of-bitcoinworld governance. If you have
Group did not officially exist
and the mainstream media rarely highlights-role-for-imf-backed-digital- to lie consistently to people
currency-ex-central-banker-saysabout your ideology in order to
ever reported on them. There
101482633.html) by numerous
get them to support it, then
was a time when the agenda for
leaders in the financial industry
there must be something very
one world economy and a one
(https://www.theguardian.com/busines
wrong with your ideology.
world government was highly s/2017/apr/24/imf-populismsecretive and mentioned only in nationalism-sdr-reserve-currency) and
Second, the establishment may
whispers in the mainstream.
in economic governance
And, anyone who tried to expose (https://www.theguardian.com/busines be going public with their plans
for globalization, but they aren’t
this information to the public
s/2019/aug/23/mark-carney-dollarwas called a “tinfoil hat wearing dominant-replaced-digital-currency). being honest about the
lunatic”.
The claim that these things are consequences for the average
“conspiracy theory” no longer person. And, there are many
Today, the mainstream media
holds up anymore. In reality, the misconceptions out there, even
in the liberty movement, about
writes puff-pieces about the
people who made such
Bilderberg Group and even jokes accusations a few years ago now what exactly these people want.
So, we need to construct a list of
about their secrecy. When
look like idiots as the
members of Donald Trump’s
establishment floods the media globalist desires vs globalist lies
in order to define who we are
cabinet, Mike Pompeo and Jared with information and
dealing with. These are the
Kushner, attended Bilderberg in propaganda promoting
2019, the mainstream media was everything the liberty movement beliefs and arguments of your
run-of-the-mill globalist:
wallpapered with the news.
has been warning about.

Who Are The
Globalists And
What Do They
Want?

When the World Government
Summit meets each year in

The argument on whether or not
a globalist agenda “exists” is
1

Centralization
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A globalist believes everything Globalists want to erase all
without legitimate public
must be centralized, from
national borders and sovereignty oversight. In the globalist world,
finance to money to social
and create a single elite
there will be no redress of
access to production to
bureaucracy, a one world empire grievances.
government. They argue that
in which they are the
centralization makes the system “philosopher kings” as described Sustainability As Religion
“more fair” for everyone, but in in Plato’s Republic.
reality they desire a system in
Globalists often use the word
which they have total control
As Richard N. Gardner, former “sustainability” in their white
over every aspect of life.
deputy assistant Secretary of
papers and agendas, from
Globalists, more than anything, State for International
Agenda 21 to Agenda 2030.
want to dominate and microOrganizations under Kennedy Environmentalism is the facade
manage every detail of
and Johnson, and a member of they employ to guilt the
civilization and socially engineer the Trilateral Commission, wrote population into supporting
humanity in the image they
in the April, 1974 issue of the
global governance, among other
prefer.
Council on Foreign Relation’s things. As I noted in my recent
(CFR) journal Foreign Affairs article ‘Why Is The Elitist
One World Currency (pg. 558) in an article titled ‘The Establishment So Obsessed With
System And Cashless Hard Road To World Order’
Meat’ (https://www.alt(https://docplayer.net/11605196market.com/index.php/articles/3969-

Society

As an extension of
centralization, globalists want a
single currency system for the
world. Not only this, but they
want it digitized and easy to
track. Meaning, a cashless
society in which every act of
trade by every person can be
watched and scrutinized. If trade
is no longer private, preparation
for rebellion becomes rather
difficult. When all resources can
be managed and restricted to a
high degree at the local level,
rebellion would become
unthinkable because the system
becomes the parent and provider
and the source of life. A one
world currency and cashless
system would be the bedrock of
one world governance. You
cannot have one without the
other.

Foreign-affairs-april-1974-the-hardroad-to-world-order-richard-ngardner-volume-52-number-3.html):

why-is-the-elitist-establishment-soobsessed-with-meat), fake

environmentalism and fraudulent
global warming “science” is
being exploited by globalists to
demand control over everything
from how much electricity you
can use in your home, to how
many children you can have, to
how much our society is allowed
to manufacture or produce, to
what you are allowed to eat.

In short, the ‘house of world
order’ will have to be built from
the bottom up rather than from
the top down. It will look like a
great ‘booming, buzzing
confusion,’ to use William
James’ famous description of
reality, but an end run around
national sovereignty, eroding it
piece by piece, will accomplish The so-called carbon pollution
much more than the oldthreat, perhaps the biggest scam
fashioned frontal assault.
in history, is a key component of
the globalist agenda. As the
This system would be highly
globalist organization The Club
inbred, though they may
Of Rome, a sub-institution
continue to give the masses the attached to the United Nations,
illusion of public participation stated in their book The First
and “democracy” for a time.
Global Revolution
Ultimately, the globalists desire (https://archive.org/details/TheFirstGl
a faceless and unaccountable
obalRevolution/page/n85):
round table government, a seat
of power which acts as an
In searching for a common
One World Government institution with limited liability, enemy against whom we can
much like a corporation, and run unite, we came up with the idea
in the same sociopathic manner
2
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that pollution, the threat of
global warming, water
shortages, famine and the like,
would fit the bill. In their
totality and their interactions
these phenomena do constitute
a common threat which must
be confronted by everyone
together. But in designating
these dangers as the enemy, we
fall into the trap, which we
have already warned readers
about, namely mistaking
symptoms for causes. All these
dangers are caused by human
intervention in natural
processes. and it is only
through changed attitudes and
behaviour that they can be
overcome. The real enemy then
is humanity itself.
In other words, by presenting
human beings as a species as the
great danger, the globalists hope
to convince humanity to
sublimate itself before the
mother earth goddess and beg to
be kept in line. And, as the self
designated “guardians” of the
Earth, the elites become the high
priests of the new religion of
sustainability. They and they
alone would determine who is a
loyal servant and who is a
heretic. Carbon pollution
becomes the new “original sin”;
everyone is a sinner against the
Earth, for everyone breaths and
uses resources, and we must all
do our part to appease the Earth
by sacrificing as much as
possible, even ourselves.
The elites don’t believe in this
farce, they created it. The
sustainability cult is merely a
weapon to be used to dominate

mass psychology and make the
populace more malleable.

Population Control
Globalists come from an
ideological background which
worships eugenics – the belief
that genetics must be controlled
and regulated, and those people
they deem to be undesirables
must be sterilized or
exterminated.

of eugenics and population
control, but under the guise of
environmentalism the agenda is
making a comeback, as
population reduction
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/arti
cles/2019-11-05/scientists-call-forpopulation-control-in-mass-climatealarm) in the name of “saving the

Earth” is in the mainstream
media once again (http://www.altmarket.com/index.php/articles/3998the-globalists-are-openly-admitting-totheir-population-control-agenda-andthats-a-bad-sign). The question

The modern eugenics movement then arises – Who gets to decide
was launched by the Rockefeller who lives and who dies? Who
Foundation in the early 1900s in gets to decide who is never
born? And, how will they come
America
(https://www.newyorker.com/books/pag to their decisions? No doubt a
e-turner/the-forgotten-lessons-of-the- modern form of eugenics will be
american-eugenics-movement), and presented as the “science” used
was treated a a legitimate
to “fairly” determine the content
scientific endeavor for decades. of the population if the elites get
Eugenics was taught in schools their way.
and even celebrated at the
World’s Fair. States like
Narcissistic Sociopathy
California that adopted eugenics
legislation forcefully sterilized It is interesting that the
tens of thousands of people and globalists used to present the 4%
denied thousands of marriage
leadership argument in their
certificates based on genetics.
eugenics publications, because
The system was transferred to 4% of the population is also
Germany in the 1930s were it
consistent with the number of
gained world renown for its
people who have inherent
inherent brutality.
sociopathy or narcissistic
sociopathy
This ideology holds that 4% or (https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/
less of the population
blog/5-types-people-who-can-ruin(https://diglib.amphilsoc.org/islandora your-life/201804/are-narcissists-and/object/flashing-light-sign-used-first- sociopaths-increasing), either in
exhibit-fitter-families-contest) is
latent or full-blown form, with
genetically worthy of leadership, 1% of people identified
and the elites conveniently assert (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/arti
that they represent part of that cles/PMC4059069/) as full-blown
genetic purity.
psychopaths and the rest as
latent. Coincidence?
After WWII the public
developed a distaste for the idea The behavior of the globalists is
3
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consistent with the common
together as long as there is
So, now that we know the
diagnosis of full-blown
ample prey. Another method is various agendas and identifiers
narcopaths, a condition which is the use of religious or
of globalists, we can now ask
believed to be inborn and
ideological superiority; making “Who are the globalists?” The
incurable. Narcopaths
adherents feel like they are part answer is – ANYONE who
(pyschopaths) are devoid of
of an exclusive and chosen few promotes the above agendas,
empathy and are often selfdestined for greatness.
related arguments, or any
obsessed. They suffer from
corporate or political leader who
delusions of grandeur and see
This is a highly complicated
works directly with them. This
themselves as “gods” among
issue which requires its own
includes presidents
men. They believe other lowly essay to examine in full. I
(http://www.altpeople are tools to be used for believe I did this effectively in market.com/index.php/articles/4003trump-vs-warren-and-the-fake-battletheir pleasure or to further their my article ‘Luciferians: A
ascendance to godhood. They Secular Look At A Destructive against-the-elites) who claim to be
anti-globalist while also filling
lie incessantly as a survival
Globalist Belief System’
mechanism and are good at
(https://alt-market.com/articles/3651- their cabinets with people from
globalist organizations.
determining what people want to luciferianism-a-secular-look-at-adestructive-globalist-belief-system).
hear. Narcopaths feel no
compassion towards those they Needless to say, this agenda is To make a list of names is
simple; merely study the
NOT one that globalists are
harm or murder, yet crave
attention and adoration from the willing to admit to openly very membership rosters of globalists
organizations like the Bilderberg
same people they see as inferior. often, but I have outlined
Group, the Council On Foreign
More than anything, they seek extensive evidence that
Relations, the Trilateral
the power to micro-manage the luciferianism is indeed the
Commission, Tavistock Institute,
lives of everyone around them underlying globalist cult
the IMF, the BIS, World Bank,
and to feed off those people like religion. It is essentially an
a parasite feeds off a host victim. ideology which promotes moral the UN, etc. You will find a
broad range of people from
relativism, the worship of the
every nation and every ethnicity
self and the attainment of
Luciferianism
ALL sharing one goal – A world
godhood by any means
necessary – which fits perfectly in which the future for every
It is often argued by skeptics that
other person is dictated by them
with globalism and globalist
psychopaths cannot organize
for all time; a world in which
behavior.
cohesively, because such
freedom is a memory and
organizations would self
individual choice is a
It is also the only ideological
destruct. These people simply
commodity only they have the
institution adopted by the UN
don’t know what they’re talking
(https://www.lucistrust.org/about_us/s right to enjoy.
about. Psychopaths throughout
upport_un), through the UN’s
history organize ALL THE
relationship with Lucis Trust,
I Never Saw a
TIME, from tyrannical
also originally called Lucifer
governments to organized crime
World So
Publishing Company
and religious cults. The
(https://www.lucistrust.org/arcane_sch
Fragmented!
globalists have their own
ool/talks_and_articles/the_esoteric_me
binding ideologies and methods aning_lucifer). Lucis Trust still has
Source: https://journalfor organization. One method is a private library within the UN
neo.org/2019/12/10/i-never-saw-ato ensure benefits to those who building today
world-so-fragmented/
serve the group (as well as
(https://www.lucistrust.org/arcane_sch
punishments for those who
By Andre Vltchek
ool/library/new_york_headquarters_li
stray). Predators often work
brary).
4
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What I see and describe are not they looked, but their brains
through, I am not speaking just
only those horrors which are
were not capable of processing about the shop-keepers or
taking place all around me;
what they were being shown.
garment workers. It applies to
horrors that are ruining human Images and words; these people Vietnamese intellectuals, artists,
lives, destroying villages, cities were conditioned not to
teachers. It is total amnesia, and
and entire countries. What I try comprehend certain types of
it came with the so-called
to grasp is that on the television information.
‘opening up’ to the world,
screens and on the pages of
meaning with the consumption
newspapers and the internet, the But this is not only happening in of Western mass media and later
monstrous crimes against
Hong Kong, a former British
by the infiltration of social
humanity somehow get covered colony.
media.
(described), but the information
becomes twisted and
You will maybe find it hard to At least Vietnam shares borders
manipulated to such an extent, believe, but even in a
as well as a turbulent history
that readers and viewers in all Communist country like
with both Laos and Cambodia.
parts of the world end up
Vietnam; a proud country, a
knowing close to nothing about country which suffered
But imagine two huge countries
their own suffering, and/or of the enormously from both French with only maritime borders, like
suffering of the other.
colonialism and the U.S. mad
the Philippines and Indonesia.
and brutal imperialism, people Some Manila dwellers I met
For instance, in 2015 and in
that I associated with (and I
thought that Indonesia was in
2019, I tried to sit down and
lived in Hanoi for 2 years) knew Europe.
reason with the Hong Kong
close to nothing about the
rioters. It was a truly revealing horrendous crimes committed
Now guess, how many
experience! They knew nothing, against the poor and defenseless Indonesians know about the
absolutely zero about the crimes neighboring Laos, by the U.S. massacres that the United States
the West has been committing in and its allies during the so-called committed in the Philippines a
places such as Afghanistan,
“Secret War”; crimes that
century ago, or how the people
Syria or Libya. When I tried to included the bombing of
in the Philippines were
explain to them, how many Latin peasants and water buffalos, day indoctrinated by Western
American democracies
and night, by strategic B-52
propaganda about the entire
Washington had overthrown,
bombers. And in Laos, where I South East Asia? Or, how many
they thought I was a lunatic.
covered de-mining efforts,
Filipinos know about the U.S.How could the good, tender,
people knew nothing about the triggered 1965 military coup,
‘democratic’ West murder
same monstrosities that the West which deposed the
millions, and bathe entire
had committed in Cambodia;
internationalist President
continents in blood? That is not murdering hundreds of
Sukarno, killing between 2-3
what they were taught at their
thousands of people by carpet
million intellectuals, teachers,
universities. That is not what the bombing, displacing millions of Communists and unionists in
BBC, CNN or even the China
peasants from their homes,
“neighboring” Indonesia?
Morning Post said and wrote.
triggering famine and opening
the doors to the Khmer Rouge Look at the foreign sections of
Look, I am serious. I showed
takeover.
the Indonesian or Filipino
them photos from Afghanistan
newspapers, and what will you
and Syria; photos stored in my When I am talking about this
see; the same news from
phone. They must have
shocking lack of knowledge in Reuters, AP, AFP. In fact, you
understood that this was
Vietnam, regarding the region will also see the same reports in
original, first hand stuff. Still,
and what it was forced to go
the news outlets of Kenya, India,
5
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Uganda, Bangladesh, United
people who are demanding his with the one shiny exception of
Arab Emirates, Brazil,
return are portrayed as rioters. Cuba, do zero to help. All Latin
Guatemala, and the list goes on
American revolutions are
and on. It is designed to produce In Lebanon, as well as Iraq,
fragmented. All U.S. produced
one and only one result: absolute protesters are treated kindly by coups basically go unopposed.
fragmentation!
both Europe and the United
States, mainly because the West The same situation is occurring
The fragmentation of the world hopes that pro-Iranian Hezbollah all over the Middle East and
is amazing, and it is increasing and other Shi’a groups and
Asia. There are no
with time. Those who hoped that parties could be weakened by
internationalist brigades
the internet would improve the the protests.
defending countries destroyed
situation, grossly miscalculated.
by the West. The big predator
The clearly anti-capitalist and
comes and attacks its prey. It is a
With a lack of knowledge,
anti-neo-liberal revolution in
horrible sight, as a country dies
solidarity has disappeared, too. Chile, as well as the legitimate in front of the world, in terrible
protests in Colombia, are
agony. No one interferes.
Right now, all over the world, reported as some sort of
Everybody just watches.
there are riots and revolutions. I combination of explosion of
am covering the most significant genuine grievances, and
One after another, countries are
ones; in the Middle East, in
hooliganism and looting. Mike falling.
Latin America, and in Hong
Pompeo recently warned that the
Kong.
United States will support right- This is not how states in the 21st
wing South American
Century should behave. This is
Let me be frank: there is
governments, in their attempt to the law of attraction the jungle.
absolutely no understanding in maintain order.
When I used to live in Africa,
Lebanon about what is going on
making documentary films in
in Hong Kong, or in Bolivia,
All this coverage is nonsense. In Kenya, Rwanda, Congo, driving
Chile and Colombia.
fact, it has one and only one
through the wilderness; this is
goal: to confuse viewers and
how animals were behaving, not
Western propaganda throws
readers. To make sure that they people. Big cats finding their
everything into one sack.
know nothing or very little. And victim. A zebra, or a gazelle.
that, at the end of the day, they And the hunt would begin: a
In Hong Kong, rioters
collapse on their couches with terrible occurrence. Then the
indoctrinated by the West are
deep sighs: “Oh, the world is in slow killing; eating the victim
portrayed as “pro-democracy
turmoil!”
alive.
protesters”. They kill, burn, beat
up people, but they are still the It also leads to the tremendous Quite similar to the so-called
West’s favorites. Because they fragmentation of countries on
Monroe doctrine.
are antagonizing the People’s
each continent, and of the entire
Republic of China, now the
global south.
The Empire has to kill.
greatest enemy of Washington.
Periodically. With predictable
And because they were created Asian countries know very little regularity.
and sustained by the West.
about each other. The same goes
for Africa and the Middle East. And no one does anything. The
In Bolivia, the anti-imperialist In Latin America, it is Russia, world is watching. Pretending
President was overthrown in a China and Iran who are literally that nothing extraordinary is
Washington orchestrated coup, saving the life of Venezuela.
taking place.
but the mostly indigenous
Fellow Latin American nations,
6
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One wonders: can legitimate
revolution succeed under such
conditions? Can any
democratically elected socialist
government survive? Or does
everything decent, hopeful, and
optimistic always ends up as the
prey to a degenerate, brutal and
vulgar empire?

clearly coming from Asia, from
the “East”. In order to change
the world, Western mass media
has to be marginalized,
confronted. All Western
concepts, including
“democracy”, “peace”, and
“human rights” have to be
questioned, and redefined.

If that is the case, what’s the
point of playing by the rules?
Obviously, the rules are rotten.
They exist only in order to
uphold the status quo. They
protect the colonizers, and
castigate the rebellions victims.

And definitely, knowledge.

somehow outside the pale,
monsters who are consigned
forever to derision and obscurity.
The Israelis and, to be sure,
many diaspora Jews know
exactly how the expression has
been weaponized. Former Israeli
Minister Shulamit Aloni
explained how it is done: “AntiSemitic . . . It’s a trick; we
always use it.”

We need a new world, not an
improved one.

Indeed, a claim of anti-Semitism
even crept into the current
The world does not need
impeachment inquiry in
London, New York and Paris to Washington, where Rep. Raja
teach it about itself.
Krishnamoorthi (D-Ill.)
But that’s not what I wanted to
questioned National Security
discuss here, today.
Fragmentation has to end.
Council member Fiona Hill
Nations have to learn about each about suggestions from
My point is: the victims are
other, directly. If they do, true
“conspiracy theorists” that Hill
divided. They know very little revolutions would soon succeed, herself as well as former
about each other. The struggles while subversions and fake color Ambassador to Ukraine Marie
for true freedom, are
revolutions like those in Hong Yovanovitch have been linked to
fragmented. Those who fight,
Kong, Bolivia and all over the George Soros, and that Lt. Col.
and bleed, but fight nevertheless, Middle East, will be regionally Alexander Vindman, a Ukrainian
are often antagonized by their
confronted, and prevented from Jew, might not be completely
less daring fellow victims.
ruining millions of human lives. loyal to the United States.
I have never seen the world so
divided. Is the Empire
succeeding, after all?

Krishnamoorthi asked, “Would
you say that these different
theories, these conspiracy
theories targeting you, spun in
Source:
https://ahtribune.com/us/3714Yes and no.
part by people like [Roger]
fraud-of-anti-semitism.html
Stone, as well as fueled by Rudy
Russia, China, Iran, Venezuela –
Giuliani and others, basically
By Philip Giraldi
they have already woken up.
have a tinge of anti-Semitism to
They stood up. They are learning In the context of today’s political them, at least?”
about each other, from each
discourse, or what passes for the
other.
same, it would be interesting to Hill answered, “Well, certainly
know what George would think when they involve George Soros,
Without solidarity, there can of the saturation use of “antithey do.”
be no victory. Without
Semitism” as something like a
knowledge, there can be no
Krishnamoorthi, who is seeking
tactical discussion stopper,
solidarity.
a career in politics, understands
employed to end all dispute
that pandering to Jewish power
while also condemning those
Intellectual courage is now
in America is essential, so his
accused of the crime as

The Fraud of AntiSemitism Exposed
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question was more an expression political movement is mostly
Now about what she regards as
of where his own loyalty lies
driven by Israeli behavior, not the new anti-Semitism,
than serious. And his query is
by Jews as an ethnicity or as a supporting her belief that it is
rooted in what appears in the
religion.
getting markedly worse in both
U.S. mainstream media,
Europe and the U.S. There is
reflective as it nearly always is The alleged increase in antialso a movie about her
of a certain institutional Jewish Semitic incidents is largely
confrontation with holocaust
viewpoint. One would think
fueled by how those incidents
critic David Irving called Denial.
from the New York Times and are defined. Israel and its friends
Washington Post that there has have worked hard to broaden the All of the media exposure of sobeen a dramatic increase in anti- parameters of the discussion,
called anti-Semitism has a
Semitism worldwide, but that
making any criticism of Israel or political objective, whether
claim is largely a fabrication that its activities ipso facto an anti- intended or not, which is to
is being exploited to support
Semitic incident. The State
insulate Israel itself from any
making any criticism of Israel Department’s working definition criticism and to create for all
and Jewish group behavior a
of anti-Semitism includes “the Jews the status of perpetual
hate crime.
targeting of the state of Israel” victimhood which permits many
and it warns that anti-Semitism in the diaspora to unflinchingly
What has been taking place is
is a criminal offense. Recent
support a foreign country against
not hatred of Jews but rather a legislation in Washington and
the interests of the nations where
rejection of how Israel and
also in Europe has criminalized they were born, raised, and made
major Jewish organizations
hitherto legal and non-violent
their fortunes. That is called dual
behave. Foremost is the
efforts to pressure Israel
loyalty and, in spite of frequent
undeniable fact that Israel has
regarding its inhumanity vis-à- denials from Israel-apologists, it
been acting particularly badly, vis the Palestinians. Legitimate clearly exists for many American
even by its admittedly low
criticism of Israel thereby
Jews, who are passionate about
standards. Its weekly slaughter becomes both anti-Semitism and the Jewish state, including
of Palestinians in Gaza has been criminal, increasing the count of members of the Trump
unusually observable in spite of so-called anti-Semitic incidents. Administration Avi Berkowitz,
media attempts to avoid
That means that the numbers
David Friedman, and Jared
mentioning it, plus its frequent inevitably go up, providing
Kushner.
attacks on Syria and demands
fodder to validate a repressive
for war against Iran have also
response.
Much of the recent activity to
raised questions about the
silence critics of Israel has,
intentions of whatever
One might add that Hollywood, ironically, taken place on
kleptocratic regime emerges in the mainstream media, and
university campuses, where free
Tel Aviv in the near future.
academia have contributed to the speech has been revoked
allegations regarding surging
because some Jewish students
That all means that the
anti-Semitism, relentlessly
have claimed to be threatened by
perception of Israel, which
unleashing a torrent of material criticism of the Jewish state. The
boasts that it is the exclusively rooting out alleged anti-Semites, growing non-violent Boycott,
Jewish state composed of people while simultaneously heaping
Divestment, and Sanction
chosen by God, inevitably raises praise on Israel and its
movement (BDS) on campus is
questions about the international achievements.
rightly perceived as a major
Jewish community that provides
threat by both the Israeli
much of its support. But it is
Professor of Holocaust Studies government and the Israel lobby
important to understand that the Deborah Lipstadt has written a in the United States. Twentyhostility towards Zionism as a book Anti-Semitism: Here and seven states and Congress have
8
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either passed or intend to vote on anti-Semitism. Don’t believe it. Southern Cone of South
legislation penalizing its
When the AIPAC crowd screams America.
supporters.
that linking Jews and money is a
classic anti-Semitic trope
It included such military
To combat the BDS movement, respond by pointing out that
dictators like Jorge Rafael
a recent document entitled A
Jews and money are very much Videla in Argentina. He came to
Hotbed for Hate: A
in play in the corruption of
power in 1976 by a US
Comprehensive Dossier of
Congress and the media over
supported military coup,
Antisemitism at Columbia
Israel.
deposing Isabel Martinez de
University and Barnard College
Perón. Comandante Videla
Since the 2016-2017 Academic Terrible things are being done in stayed in power during five
Year has been published by a
the Middle East in the name of years until 1981, period in which
Jewish group in New York City Jews and of Israel, who make
he brutally oppressed
that calls itself “Alums for
the war criminals appear to be Argentinians, especially the
Campus Fairness.” It claims to victims every time they raise the opposition. It is reported that
be a meticulous documentation issue of anti-Semitism. Just
during this period more than
of anti-Semitism in action at the recall what the Israeli minister 30,000 people ‘disappeared’ –
two colleges, but when one goes admitted: “It’s a trick; we
never to return. They were
through the entire 33 pages,
always use it.”
tortured and killed. Some of the
nearly all the citations relate to
dissidents were dropped from
protests, speeches, or writing
Operation Condor helicopters into the Rio de Plata.
concerning Israel and its
2.0 – Expanded Another, better known dictator
inhumane treatment of the
Palestinians.
was Augusto Pinochet, who was
Source: https://thesaker.is/operation- directly helped by the CIA and
condor-2-0-expanded/
The campaign to eliminate any
then President Nixon’s National
criticism of Israel or the standard
Security Adviser, Henry
By Peter Koenig
narratives that support the
Kissinger – to overturn the
creation of the Jewish state is
democratically elected
It promises to become
indeed unrelenting, and where devastating, oppressive and
government of Salvador Allende
the claim of anti-Semitism is not murderous on all Continents. A in a bloody coup on 11
enough, allegations of Holocaust transformation from whatever September 1973. Pinochet
denial become the ultimate
‘freedom’ may have existed to introduced as a first in Latin
weapons. Karen Pollock of the neoliberal dictatorships bending America neoliberal economics
Holocaust Education Trust said towards neofascism.
through a group of economists
in January, “One person
from the Economic School of
questioning the truth of the
Chicago, the so-called “Chicago
The original “Operation
Holocaust is one too many.”
Condor” was a campaign by the Boys”. The resulting austerity
That is nonsense. Any, and all, United States to bring ‘order’
brought extreme poverty and
historical events should be
famine to Chileans. The ensuing
into her backyard, i.e. Latin
questioned regularly, a principle America. In other words, it was 17 years were a horror, with over
that is particularly true regarding a repressive move that started in 40,000 people ‘disappeared’ or
developments that carry a lot of 1968 and concluded around the outright murdered.
emotional baggage. The Israel time of the fall of the Berlin
Lobby would have all Americans Wall. We are talking about more Other countries that went
believe that any criticism of
through one or several
than 20 years of right-wing
Israel is motivated by historic
“Operation Condor” cleansings,
repression, especially but not
hatred of Jews and is therefore exclusively directed on the
included Ecuador, Colombia,
9
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Brazil, Bolivia, Uruguay,
Paraguay, Guatemala, Honduras,
El Salvador and possibly others.
It was a despicable and deadly
period for Latin America. In all,
an estimated 80,000 to 100,000
people were killed and some
400,00 taken as political
prisoners.

and racist orders from
Washington – indiscriminately
killing her own country-women
and men – who happen to be
indigenous people. Although she
promised new elections, Añez
has not set a date, but rather is
undoing almost everything Evo
Morales has achieved for the
people of Bolivia, by privatizing
Secretary Pompeo’s words could public assets and services, as
not be clearer. He added that
well as abolishing social safety
protests in Bolivia, Chile,
nets by decree.
Colombia and Ecuador reflect
the “character of legitimate
Pompeo concluded by saying
democratic governments and
there remains an “awful lot of
democratic expression. We’ll
work to do” in the region,
work with legitimate
meaning Latin America as the
governments to prevent protests US’s “back yard.” He also
from morphing into riots and
warned against “predatory
violence that don’t reflect the
Chinese activities” in the region,
democratic will of the people.” which he claimed can lead
countries to make deals that
Not to forget any invented
“seem attractive” but are “bad”
villains, he added, the US will for citizens.
“continue to support countries
trying to prevent Cuba and
The new repression that we see
Venezuela from hijacking those in Latin America is not
protests.” He went on accused homogenous. In Chile at the
Russia of “malign” influence in surface it looks like the protests
Latin America and of “propping started over a metro-fare hike of
up” the democratically elected the equivalent of 4 cents (USVenezuelan government of
dollar cents) – and then
Nicolas Maduro.
expanded violently to oppose
political and economic injustice
Such remarks come after the
in Chile, directed against Chile’s
US-led November 10 military neoliberal President, Sebastian
coup in Bolivia. Amazing that Piñera. In Bolivia protests are
nobody dares stand up and
against an US-induced military
answer him. Are all afraid?
coup; in Ecuador they are
directed against an austerityAnd this especially in the light inflicting IMF loan, in
of having in Bolivia now an
Colombia, they appeared
opposition dictator, the selfsuddenly against the corruption
declared interim President
and injustice of the Iván Duque
(much like Venezuela’s Juan
presidency; and in Brazil,
Guaidó),Jeanine Añez, who acts against the neofascist austerity
with impunity following fascists reforms by Jair Bolsonaro. Copy
10

cats? What’s good for our
neighbors, is good for us? – I
don’t think so.
It looks much more like a
concerted effort by the US to
enhance and bolster protests
from whatever side they come,
to be able to install fully
repressive governments, of
course, with the help of the US
and her secret services – funded
by the usual NED (National
Endowment for Democracy) and
other NGOs that would help
install within the respective
governments strong 5th
Columns, so as to detect early
warning signals and crackdown
in time on any opposition.
“Operation Condor 2.0
Expanded” – Expanded refers to
similar violent protests going on
in other parts of the world –
practically simultaneously. Take
Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Ukraine,
Afghanistan, and now France –
no matter from which side they
come – repression and state of
siege, if necessary, are of the
order – total repression, that is.
All with the help of the US –
and, not to forget NATO. This is
certainly a key justification to
keep NATO alive – to avoid
opposition to spread and to risk
abolishing the faltering US
hegemony.
We are, indeed, in the midst of a
new “Operation Condor”; or
“Operation Condor 2.0 –
Expanded”. Full repression
worldwide. In preparation of the
next planned global recession,
planned by the US-led western
banking and financial sector. A
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recession that will likely outdo
whatever we have known in the
recent past, and make the 2008 /
09 downfall look like a walk in
the park. The repression now, it
is hoped, will prevent people
from going on the barricades
when they suffer the next cut in
salaries, pensions and other
social services, already at an
unliveable level.
Authoritarianism and tyranny
must be efficient and total with a
para-military police, enhanced
by the armed forces, if
necessary. It’s going to be
another transfer of assets and
social capital from the bottom to
the top.

can get – as they are already
fundamentally distorts the reality
doing in China with Hong Kong, of east Aleppo in the years 2012
not letting go despite the various – 2016. While the personal
concessions already made by
narrative may be true, the
HK’s Chief Executive, Carrie
context and environment is
Lam, supported by Beijing; and distorted and hidden. The viewer
also in the autonomous Region will have no idea of the reality:
of Xinjiang, with the mostly
Muslim Uyghur people, many of
• Most residents of east
whom are being recruited by the
Aleppo did not want the
CIA across the border from
militants to take over
Afghanistan, trained and funded
their neighborhoods. The
to cause destabilizing unrest.
short video, Nine Days
from my Window
In view of all of this, President
(https://www.youtube.com/wat
Putin’s recent overture to Israel,
ch?v=THdMj0-LmRw ),
especially to PM Netanyahu, is
shows the takeover in
worrisome. Netanyahu is by all
one neighborhood. Many
accounts part of the repressive
civilians fled the east
wave engulfing our Mother
side of Aleppo after the
This has been sensed perhaps
Earth, and, in addition, with his
“rebels” took over. Those
intuitively by the French – who cruel policies against Palestine,
who stayed on were
have been protesting in the form he may be considered a massmostly militants (and
of Yellow Vests against
murderer.
families) plus those who
Macron’s regime for more than a
had nowhere else to go
year – and now in the form of a
or thought they could
A Beautiful but
CGT- syndicate organized openwait it out.
Deceptive
ended general strike. Repression
is massive – an estimated 1.5
Documentary: “For • The militants who took
million people in the streets of
over east Aleppo became
Sama”
the major French cities, all
increasingly unpopular.
public transportation disrupted.
As American journalist
Source:
There have even been rumors
James Foley wrote
https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/12/athat the police forces may also
(http://www.globalpost.com/di
beautiful-but-deceptive-documentaryjoin the strike, because they
spatch/news/regions/middlefor-sama/
east/syria/121015/alepporealize they are part of the
syria-rebels-fsa-assadoppressed and abused by
By Rick Sterling
support ), “Aleppo, a city
Macron’s neoliberal austerity
of about 3 million
policies. This is reflected by the Hiding Basic Facts about
people, was once the
four times higher suicide rates
Aleppo
financial heart of Syria.
among police officers, as
As it continues to
compared to the average French.
“For Sama” is a full length
deteriorate, many
documentary with a moving
civilians here are losing
China and Russia beware. The
personal story. It combines a
patience with the
rogue nation and bulldozer
story of young love and the birth
increasingly violent and
won’t stop necessarily in front of
of a child – Sama – in the midst
unrecognizable
your borders. To the contrary,
of war. That makes it compelling
opposition — one that is
they may seek any entry they
and personal. But the movie
hampered by infighting
11
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and a lack of structure,
and deeply infiltrated by
both foreign fighters and
terrorist groups.” Foley’s
honest reporting may
have contributed to his
ultimate death.
•

•

•

Aleppo were living in
accepted the account told to
government controlled them. After east Aleppo was
west Aleppo. Thousands liberated, a prominent medical
were killed by “rebel”
doctor from west Aleppo, Dr.
snipers, mortars and hell Nabil Antaki, visited the location
cannon missiles launched to find out the truth. He was a
from east Aleppo. This long time doctor but had never
short video
heard of Al Quds Hospital. He
(https://www.bbc.com/news/a reported,

The opposition group
v/world-middle-eastwhich came to dominate
27869839/syria-crisis-theeast Aleppo was the
victims-inside-west-aleppo )
Syrian version of Al
describes the situation in
Qaeda, Jabhat al Nusra.
west Aleppo, completely
“For Sama” ignores their
ignored by For Sama.
domination, extremism
and sectarian policies.
There is only one fleeting Al Quds Hospital was
NOT destroyed
reference and no video
showing who exactly
was ruling east Aleppo. “Al Quds Hospital” is featured
in the documentary “For Sama”.
In fact, the militants (also This is where Hamza worked
known as “rebels”) were and Sama was born. According
incredibly violent and
to the movie, the hospital was
vicious. A few examples destroyed in February 2016. At
are when they threw
the time there was enormous
postal workers off the
publicity about the hospital and
building roof
allegations the Russians
(https://www.rt.com/news/syri purposely bombed the hospital.
a-aleppo-post-video-476/ ), Doctors without Borders
when they sent suicide (Medecins sans Frontieres)
truck bomb into Al Kindi tweeted “We are outraged at the
Hospital
destruction of Al Quds hospital
(https://www.bbc.com/news/w in #Aleppo“. These claims are
orld-middle-east-25479725 ), repeated in the documentary. At
when they slaughtered the time, there were questions
Syrian soldiers defending and challenges about the
the hospital
authenticity of the account
(http://www.liveleak.com/view (https://www.globalresearch.ca/open?i=809_1395163651 ) and letter-to-doctors-without-borders-msfabout-bias-and-propaganda-onwhen they videosyria/5523541 ). It turned out “Al
recorded themselves
Quds Hospital” did not exist
beheading a boy
(https://www.youtube.com/wat before the conflict and was one
or two floors of an apartment
ch?v=kr1YTS4Hzs&bpctr=1575816522 ). building. It turned out Doctors
Without Borders did not have
85% of the civilians in any staff on site and simply
12

"I went Sunday February 12,
2017 visiting the Ansari-Sukari
neighborhood in order to see
Zarzour and Al Quds Hospitals.
My guide was a young man who
lived there and knows very well
the area.
My first stop was Zarzour
hospital (mentioned in MSF
report) and I found out that it
was burned. My guide told me
that the rebels burned it the day
before the evacuation
(information confirmed by a
high position responsible in the
Syrian Red Crescent). On the
side walk, I found hundreds of
burned new blood bags (for
collection of blood donation). A
man met there invited me to visit
his building just next to the
hospital. His building was also
burned and on the floors, I
found hundreds of IV solution
bags.
Then, we moved to Ain Jalout
school. In fact, there are 3
contiguous schools. Two are
completely destroyed; one is
partially. Behind the schools,
there is a mosque called Abbas
mosque with its minaret.
Answering my surprise to see
schools destroyed by air strikes,
my guide told me that the
mosque was a headquarters of
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the rebels and one school was
an ammunition depot and the
other one was a food depot. I
noticed the flag of Al Nosra
painted on the external wall of
the school, and dozens of
buildings in the surrounding
partially destroyed.

serious-brian-williams-scandal/ )

1114-11e5-adece82f8395c032_story.html )

for Syria
was near a billion per year. The
“soft power” component
includes video equipment and
Paid and Promoted by the training to people like Waad to
support the armed insurrection,
West
demonize the Syrian government
and persuade the public to
Waad had an expensive video
continue the war.
Then, we moved to see Al Quds
camera and endless hard drives.
Hospital. Obviously, it is the
She even had a drone to take
“We all suffered… The
most preserved building of the
video from the air. As confirmed
street. Obviously, it was not hit
difference is that some
by Hillary Clinton in her book
directly by bombs and probably
wanted the war.”
“Hard Choices”, the US
received some fragments from
provided “satellite-linked
bombs fallen on other building. I
computers, telephones, cameras, The medical doctor from west
asked my guide if any
and training for more than a
Aleppo. Dr Antaki, does not
restoration or repair were done.
thousand activists, students, and deny there was suffering in east
He said no.
independent journalists.” Waad Aleppo. But he points out the
claims she is a citizen journalist discrepancy in media coverage
My feeling is the following: Ain
but she has been paid and
where all the attention goes to
Jalout school was the target of
supplied by governments which the “rebels”. He also points out
the strikes, the surrounding
have long sought the overthrow that all suffered, but not all were
destroyed buildings were
of the Syrian government. Even responsible. Some, especially
collateral damages and Al Quds
in 2005, CNN host Christiane
the “revolution” supporters,
hospital was not directly hit by
Amanpour warned
initiated and continued the
strikes."
(http://www.cnn.com/2005/WORLD/me conflict. He said:
ast/10/12/alassad.transcript/) Bashar
So we have an eye witness
al Assad that “the rhetoric of
"There were a lot of stories like
account, plus photographs and
regime change is headed
‘For Sama’ in West Aleppo.
video, which show that it is
towards you from the United
Unfortunately, nobody had the
untrue “Al Quds Hospital” was
States. They are actively looking idea to document them because
destroyed. This means that
for a new Syrian leader …
we were busy trying to protect
claims in the movie about the
They’re talking about isolating
ourselves from the rockets, to
death of a doctor at Al Quds
you diplomatically and, perhaps, find water to drink, to find bread
Hospital, supposedly captured
a coup d’etat or your regime
and essential products which
by closed caption camera, are
crumbling.”
were not available because of
also untrue.
the blockade of Aleppo by the
Since 2011, the West, Turkey,
armed groups. They cut off
The armed opposition and their
Israel and the Gulf monarchies
electrical power, heating etc..
western supporters have been
have spent many BILLIONS of Yes, people who were in the East
faking events to demonize the
dollars trying to overthrow the neighborhoods suffered from the
Syrian government from the
Syrian government. Just the CIA war as well as those who lived
start. One example which
budget
in the West neighborhoods. We,
became public was the Richard
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/worl all, suffered. The difference is
Engels Kidnapping Hoax
d/national-security/lawmakers-movethat some people wanted the
(https://theintercept.com/2015/04/16/n to-curb-1-billion-cia-program-to-trainwar,
initiated or supported it
bcs-conduct-richard-engel-kidnapping- syrian-rebels/2015/06/12/b0f45a9eand they suffer. The others didn’t
where the militants staged the
kidnapping and “rescue” of
Engels and team.
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support it and suffered."

“Save Idlib” are protecting.

ignored.

For decades the West has
When Waad and Hamza
supported fanatic extremist
departed Aleppo with Nusra
organizations
to
overthrow
or
militants, the vast majority of
Waad Al Kateab and her
husband Hamza are now living undermine independent secular Aleppans celebrated
in the UK. He is working for a socialist states. Most people in (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
the West are unaware of this
v=seO5-x_ue_g ). On the surface,
money transfer company and
though
it
is
well
documented
in
“For Sama” is about romance
involved with “Al Quds
Hospital” in Idlib. As indicated “Devil’s Game: How the United and childbirth. Underneath it is
very political, as interviews with
in the movie, Waad was never States Helped Unleash
Fundamentalist Islam“
the producers confirm. I suspect
proud to be Syrian and she
(
https://www.amazon.com/Devilsit is being widely promoted
wanted to emigrate to the West.
Game-Unleash-Fundamentalistprecisely because it gives a
From afar, she claims to be
American/dp/0805076522/ref=sr_1_1? distorted picture. To continue
proud of the “revolution” that
keywords=devil%27s+game
the dirty war on Syria
has led to this destruction and
%3A+how&qid=1575831304&s=book
(https://www.amazon.com/Dirty-Warhuman tragedy.
s&sr=1-1 ) and the new book
Syria-Tim“The Management of Savagery: Anderson/dp/0973714786/ref=sr_1_1?
Meanwhile people are returning How America’s National
crid=2LRIE8K1Z82C5&keywords=dir
to Aleppo and rebuilding the
Security State Fueled the Rise of ty+war+on+syria&qid=1575823873&
sprefix=dirty+war+on+%2Caps
city. There are even a few
Al Qaeda, ISIS, and Donald
%2C259&sr=8-1 ), public
tourists. Although there are
Trump“
pockets of snipers in Aleppo, Al (https://www.amazon.com/Managemen misunderstanding is required.
t-Savagery-Americas-NationalQaeda extremism is mostly
Security/dp/1788732294/ref=sr_1_1?
confined to Idlib province.
Mark Taliano

Aftermath

Save Idlib?
The 2019 documentary movie
“Of Fathers and Sons” is based
on a film-maker who lived with
militants in Idlib. Some of what
is hidden in “For Sama” is
revealed in this documentary. It
shows life in Idlib province
dominated by Nusra. Women are
restricted to the house and must
be veiled. Boys as young as ten
are sent to sharia school and
military training, preparing to
join Nusra. They believe in the
Taliban, glorify 9-11 and expel
or punish any people who do not
subscribe to their fundamentalist
religion. Youth are indoctrinated
with extremist ideology and
belief in violence. This is the
regime that those who want to

crid=1G23C7PHT86HO&keywords=t
he+management+of+savagery&qid=1
575831185&sprefix=the+management
%2Caps%2C224&sr=8-1 ).

Interviews Vanessa
Beeley

The Future
Unknown in the West, the
majority of Syrians support their
government, admire their
president, and feel the Syrian
Army is protecting them. Even
those who are critical of the
government prefer it to chaos or
Source:
salafi fundamentalism. Waad
https://www.marktaliano.net/marktaliano-interviews-vanessa-beeley/
and Hamza Al Kateab represent
a tiny minority of Syrians. Their
By Mark Taliano
voices, and the perspective of
Edward Watts, the filmmaker
who has never been to Syria, are Mark Taliano (MT): Why is
the truth about Syria important?
being widely projected and
disseminated through “For
Vanessa Beeley (VB): It is
Sama” while others are being
important because in Syria the
14
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“humanitarian” hybrid war
“manufactured consent” for the
strategy of the Globalist powers US Coalition criminal
in the so-called civilised “global aggression against Syria for nine
north” is being exposed real
years. The revelations provided
time as Syria sweeps to a
by many independent voices
military victory against the
exposes the corruption and
heavily financed proxy invasion corrosion of established
of their country, orchestrated by institutions that should be
the US alliance that includes
ensuring world peace and who
aligned Gulf States, Turkey and are, instead, promoting,
Israel. By pushing back against sponsoring and enabling world
the dominant establishment
instability in order to provide
narrative on Syria, we, as
resource scavenging
journalists and activists, are
opportunities for the plutocrats
effectively defending
who reign over us. Freedom of
international law which is being speech, thought and expression
violated by our own rogue states. is being eroded and this is the
We are standing in solidarity
principle we should all be
with an unprecedented resistance defending or we are ALL Julian
against global terrorism which Assange – tortured, oppressed
has also enabled the formation by the pseudo “free world”.
of an axis of resistance that has
turned the tide of
MT: Should Canadians believe
neoconservative hegemony in
the White Helmets? Amnesty
the region. We are defending the International? Human Rights
right of the Syrian people to
Watch?
decide their own future without
foreign meddling. The
VB: Canadians should use
precedents being set by this
international law as their
externally imposed conflict and yardstick to determine truth, the
its outcome will define the
violators of international law are
future of global security for all their own government which is a
Humanity – what more
vassal state of the US and UK.
important principle is there to
The White Helmets, AI and
defend?
HRW are all compromised
organisations who are sponsored
MT: Why are people trying to and were established by the
“de-platform” you?
same governments as part of
MT: Who is trying to “detheir smart power complex – an
platform” you?
integral and now crucial part of
their hybrid war strategy which
VB: People – all aligned media, are established to infiltrate prey
think tanks, UN agencies – are nation society, always on the
trying to de-platform me because side of the US Coalition foreign
diverging views, including those policy agenda – predominantly
of the “disappeared” Syrian
to ensure the vilification of the
people, challenge and confront target government or leader in
their fabricated narrative that has order to provide justification for
15

proxy or direct military
intervention or economic
terrorism under the guise of
sanctions.
MT: When Syria wins this war,
the world will be a safer place.
Why?
VB: As I have explained above,
the victory of Syria over global
terrorism will benefit humanity.
Syria has had a policy of
containing these terrorist groups
within Syrian borders in order to
prevent the same fate befalling
the EU, UK and US citizens
with the inevitable return or flow
of these radicalised extremist
factions to those regions. Syria
and her allies have adhered to
international law both from a
military and a diplomatic
perspective, thus ensuring a
stable future for mankind.
Syria’s victory will ensure that
history is written by the targeted
nation – exposing the destructive
hegemony of the US alliance in
the region and globally.
MT: What should Canadians do
to spread the truth about the war
on Syria?
VB: Canadians must fight for
freedom of speech and against
the de-platforming of diverging
views. They should join genuine
anti-war movements and defend
the principles of international
law which have been cynically
abused and abandoned by the
UK, US and France on the
security council.
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news was not accurate, and
and factionist are very much
information about WMD was
common. Terrorism,
not correct. But after damaging a lawlessness, and chaos are
country totally and harming
witnesses everywhere.
millions of people, pushing Iraq
into stone ages, one’s mere
Is public apology sufficient to
apology may not be accepted
cool down the suffering of
and may not be forgiven by
millions of Iraqis? Can anyone
humanity, irreversible damage to ignore the dirty role of the BBC?
Source: https://thesaker.is/is-western- Iraq may never be forgotten by Is it possible, people of Iraq
media-credible-anymore/
the history.
forget the BBC? Can the victim
forgive the BBC?
By Prof. Engr. Zamir Ahmed It is worth mentioning, Iraq was
Awan
a very stable, oil-rich, and total It is only one example only. The
welfare state under President
same trick was played in the
Western media is spreading fake Saddam Hussain. Education,
case of Syria. BBC reported that
news and fabricating stories with health care was free of cost to its the Syrian Government
evil intentions. Western Media is citizens, plenty of food, variety possesses Chemical Weapons
biased and creating unrest and of food was available
and is using against rebellions.
chaos in various parts of the
abundantly. Electricity was
Western Alliance NATO, under
world. Media is being used by available in all parts of the
the US leadership, attacked
the Western world to coerce,
country in abundance
Syria, killed millions of innocent
influence and achieve their ill- sufficiently. Fuel and items of
people, displace millions of
political motives. Unfortunately, daily use were available
common citizens, damaged the
Western Media is already
everywhere conveniently. The whole country, and pushed the
dominating and controlling
society was very much stable, Syrian into stone ages. Forced
public opinion throughout the
satisfied and living a
the Syrian people to take asylum
world.
comfortable life. All factions of in the Western World where they
the society were enjoying
are humiliated, especial the
Let me give you a particular
harmony and was a tolerant
women and children are being
example of the BBC (British
society. It might be possible a
abused. A huge portion is forced
Broadcasting Corporation). BBC few exceptionally politicians
to live in temporary camps
reported that the Saddam
opposing the ruling party “Bath” within the country, where life is
Hussain regime in Iraq possesses or President Saddam Hussain, very hard and lacks the basic
Weapons of Mass Destructions were victimized. They might be amenities of daily life. Western
(WMD). America along with its few in numbers or two digits
World has made the life on
allies attacked Iraq, destructed only. But the vast majority of the common Syrian misery and
Iraq, killed millions of people, nation was comfortable with the curse only. While Syrians was a
damaged Infrastructure, Power rulers.
very stable country, may not be
Houses, Telecommunication,
very rich, but with all basic
Hospitals, Schools, Churches, But after the US war on Iraq,
amenities available
Mosques, Roads, Industry, Oil today, people of Iraq are facing a conveniently. Nature has blessed
Wells, Refineries, etc. Finally
shortage of food, fuel,
the Syrians with best fruits and
noticed that there were no
electricity, medicines, and items vegetables, and traditional
Weapons of Mass Destruction of daily life. No free education Syrian food is one of the
(WMD). Later on, the British
and health care are provided by important attractions in the
Prime Minister of that time,
the government. The society is region. The people of Syria are
acknowledged that the BBC
extremely polarized, intolerance very pretty and a superior

Is Western Media
credible anymore?
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creature. They can compete any
beauty villain in the world
easily. The law and order
situation was very much
comfortable and society was
stable and living in harmony.
The same is the case of Libya,
where ill-motivated fake News
led to the destruction of a
sovereign country. A very stable,
oil-rich nation turned into chaos
and lawlessness. A nation with
all comforts and facilities has
been deprived of even basic
needs of life. A sate with total
welfare for its citizens has been
changed into a lack of
everything like food, medicines,
fuel, electricity, etc.
The situation in Yemen, Egypt,
Tunisia, and Afghanistan is not
much different than this. The US
admits its role in spreading fake
information about Afghanistan
and admits its failure in
Afghanistan. Pakistan, Turkey,
and Iran are on the list and
Western World is engaged in a
hybrid war, where media is the
basic weapon and in some cases
over-engaged in spreading fake
news and fabrication of stories
to create chaos and promote
instability.
In Pakistan only, we noticed
many illegal radio stations
operating by Western-funded
NGOs, spreading hate,
misinformation, and troubles
only. Many media houses and
individual journalists are hired
by Western World and used as
front-man or under-cover
operation of hybrid war in
Pakistan.

Only in the Middle East, around
two million people have been
killed, several million have been
displaced from their homes,
either to live in Camps or to
move to other countries seeking
asylums.
In fact, the world is full of such
examples and unfortunately, the
developing world is the victim
and under direct target.
The recent reports regarding
Mike Pompeo regarding lies,
cheating, stealing, etc are further
confirmation that information is
deliberately changed to achieve
designed results. The US role in

companies are run of the mill
actions for the CIA, all justified
as part of the fight against those
who question U.S. interests.
Actions that continue until this
day. In 2018, one of its
offshoots, the National
Endowment for Democracy
(NED) channelled over US$23
million to meddle in the internal
affairs of key Latin American
countries, under the flagship of
“human rights” or “democracy,”
which represent a real menace
for national sovereignty and the
continuity of progressive
governments in the region and
the world.

These are the only few known
1970s ‘Operation Condor,’ in
facts, there must be much more
which South American dictators in various parts of the world
systematically tortured and
similar incidents and fake news
killed dissidents in the region. or spread of misinformation.
An estimated 60,000 people
were killed by the Latin
I believe the Western World is
American states in the
misusing Media and the spread
clandestine operation, 30,000 in of distorted information as an
Argentina alone. Another 30,000 unarmed wing or tool of defense
were disappeared and 400,000 and diplomatic strategies, to
imprisoned during the
achieve their evil goals. It seems
Operation. It is now known that Western media is notorious for
the CIA was a guiding hand
spreading fake news and the
throughout the whole process, fabrication of stories. They have
by training and helping military lost their credibility at all. The
and civilian personnel.
intellectuals and people with
“Diplomacy and military
common sense no more believe
strength go hand in hand. They Western Media anymore. The
are indeed intimately related.
credibility of Western Media is
Each relies on the other,”
challenged and lost recognition
Pompeo also admitted during the among the people having
conference called “Why
conscious.
Diplomacy Matters.”
I have been travelling
Covert operations, ousting
internationally frequently and
democratically elected
come across many foreigners.
governments, inciting revolts
Most of them have a very
and supporting transnational
negative impression about
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Pakistan. But those who have
travelled to Pakistan, are very
different and praise Pakistan. In
fact, media is projecting
negative image of Pakistan,
however, the ground realities are
very different. I do not claim
that Pakistan is perfect and
everything is ideal, but reject the
extremely negative impression
posed in the Western Media.
There might be many problems
in Pakistan but just like other
countries, not much different
from the rest of world. In some
respect, Pakistan is better than
many other nations awhile
facing few challenges too like
other nations. Misinformation
and distorted stories regarding
Pakistan are part of Western
Media war launched against
Pakistan.

the last two decades, we have to
will prevail. Let’s join hands
regard any sympathy they express
toward this goal and all those
willing to achieve this goal, be for ordinary people to be crocodile
struggling till the victory. In fact, tears,” Dr. Anderson said in an
interview with the Balkans Post
journalist is a holy profession
about the recent protests in Iran.
and must not be politicized. Let
the media work for the welfare “Indeed, it is Washington’s
of humanity. There are many
sanctions which helped squeeze
media houses working very well state finances and thus create
and are serving humanity
general hardships,” he added.
properly. We must salute them
and extend our full cooperation.
We must differential among
good and bad News agencies or
media houses. It is our own duty
to judge the good and evil media
and should appreciate the
positive role of media where
ever necessary.
The following is the full transcript
of the interview:

I must offer my heartiest
apology if offended a few of
Balkans Post: Last month, Iran
you. But willing to find common experienced widespread protests,
ground and extend my full
which erupted over a hike in the
I understand some of you may cooperation, if it is desired by price of gasoline and lasted for a
disagree with my opinion and
some of you. Let’s build a better few days. The protests turned
maybe offended but at least it
world, where tomorrow should violent in many places and caused
huge financial and human losses.
may initiate an open debate.
be better than yesterday. Our
What are your thoughts on the way
Let’s explore the avenues of a next-generation must not face
common ground where we can the same challenges which we the Islamic Republic handled the
seek the truth. The common man have faced. Love humanity, love situation?
is interested only in seeking the peace, seek the truth.
Tim Anderson: The fuel price rise
real facts and figures. Let’s
seemed justified in the
judge the reports and news on an U.S. is always ready circumstances (of very low prices
impartial basis and reach
a squeeze on state finances),
to exploit internal and
conclusion at our own. With the
and had been foreshadowed, but
improvement of technology, and
there was criticism on the way it
unrest in
especially with the help of the
was implemented, given that many
independent
states:
people’s incomes were very low
internet and ICT (Information
and the impact was hard. Perhaps it
and Communication
Dr.
Tim
Anderson
could have been done in stages. But
Technologies), it is possible for
the government has promised
the dissemination of facts
Source:
compensation for those on low
instantly. We should conceive
http://balkanspost.com/article/861/usincomes, from the extra fuel
ready-exploit-internal-unrestthe facts with open-minded and
revenue raised. However a broader
independent-states-tim-anderson
be receptive to facts only.
question is, will the economic
“Of course, given the death and liberalism of the current
I wish for a peaceful world
suffering they have inflicted on government weaken Iran’s (up until
where justice, freedom, and truth
the entire West Asian region in now fairly strong) social security
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system?

sanctions against apartheid South
Africa), but the unilateral measures
by the U.S. do not fit those rules. I
wrote about this in Chapter three of
my book Axis of Resistance:
Towards an Independent Middle
East.

are former royalists and MEK
terrorists, possibly also some
Balkans Post: As soon as the
DAESH elements. They are linked
protests turned violent, the White
to plans for a foreign overthrow of
House voiced satisfaction and
the Republic. This colonizing of the
expressed support for “the
protests by U.S. agents is clearly
protesters”. What could you say
something to which the Iranian
about this?
state has to pay close attention, in
This economic assault on Iran (like context of the hybrid war openly
Tim Anderson: Washington is like that on Iraq, Syria and Lebanon) is waged against Iran.
an opportunist vulture, ready to
an integral part of the propaganda,
take advantage of any internal
diplomatic, irregular and regular
Balkans Post: What’s the impact of
unrest. We saw this in Syria, then warfare measures taken up by
the anti-Islamic Republic
later Lebanon, Iraq and Iran. The Washington against all the
propaganda machine – including
imperial power has always played independent peoples of the region. the U.S. and UK-based Persian
friend of the masses, when protests It parallels measures used against language TV channels and the
affect a state they wish to weaken Latin American countries in the
MEK trolls among many other
or topple. Notably they are not on past (e.g. Cuba and Chile) and
actors – on the political turmoil that
the side of the current protests in
today (e.g. Nicaragua and
we’ve been witnessing in Iran?
Chile and Colombia. Of course,
Venezuela). U.S. official Lester
given the death and suffering they Mallory said of the economic
Tim Anderson: Propaganda is a
have inflicted on the entire West
blockade imposed on Revolutionary constant in today’s hybrid wars, and
Asian region in the last two
Cuba in the early 1960s: “The only far more powerful than in the past.
decades, we have to regard any
foreseeable means of alienating
They want to turn the world upside
sympathy they express for ordinary internal support is through
down, and make us believe white is
people to be crocodile tears. Indeed, disenchantment and hardship …
black.
it is Washington’s sanctions which every possible means should be
helped squeeze state finances and undertaken promptly to weaken the Balkans Post: Amnesty
thus create general hardships. Just economic life of Cuba ... to being International claims that at least
last month the U.S. Secretary of
about hunger, desperation and
208 people have been killed in the
State Mike Pompeo indicated
overthrow of government”.
protests. Also, according to U.S.
general starvation was an intended Similarly, when moving against the Special Representative for Iran
consequences of the U.S. policy of Allende government in Chile in the Brian Hook, more than 1,000
“maximum pressure”. He said Iran’s early 1970s, President Richard
people were killed. Given that Iran
leadership had to bow to the U.S. Nixon said he hoped to force
has not announced any official
“[if] they want their people to eat”. political upheaval by measures
death toll yet, what are these
designed “to make the economy
numbers based on?
Balkans Post: As you mentioned, scream”. These are acts of criminal
Tim Anderson: To my knowledge
the pervasive sanctions imposed by aggression.
Balkans Post: Iran’s Supreme
Amnesty International, an agency
the U.S. were one of the main
now well known for its support for
reasons that led to the unrest, what Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
blamed the Pahlavi family and the multiple false pretexts for war, has
goals do you think the Trump
administration is pursuing with its MEK terrorist group for the unrest. no official presence in Iran. If it is
like Libya and Syria, they are
“maximum pressure” policy against What’s your take on this?
getting stories from sub-contracted
Iran?
Tim Anderson: Several groups
agencies and individuals. So their
information is unreliable and varies
Tim Anderson: What are referred very rapidly infiltrated the fuel
to as “sanctions” are really illegal price protests and began carrying wildly, as the question suggests.
What U.S. diplomats say is even
acts of war, as they aim to (i) hurt out and inciting violence. Those
violent
elements
are
often
funded
worse. As with the war on Syria,
the people (ii) coerce political
by
the
U.S.,
effectively
assets
of
the
foreign propaganda operatives often
change and (iii) affect third parties.
CIA and National Endowment for seem to pluck their figures out of
There is a history of measures
which may be used in disputes (e.g. Democracy (NED). Amongst those thin air.
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